


Reducing your impact on the environment can have a lasting 
effect on future generations. You could start in the simplest of 
ways with your workouts by our eco-friendly treadmill Nature 
Runner N460. 

You are able to benefit your health and the Earth all at once.

Eco-friendly



Self-powered Drive
Unlike motorized treadmills, the belt on the Nature Runner N460 
is driven by the user’s motion for speed and strength training. 
The perfect equilibrium point between frame angles and flewheel 
weigh allows usesr to have a true zero starting speed. It speeds 
up gradually and leads user to have natural workouts.

The self-powered drive provides a true-to life ground reaction 
force to make body uses more energy to propel it forward, meaning 
get a more intense workout and burns more calories in less time.



SpeedSafeTM

Unique SpeedSafeTM technology puts your workout 
in a safe speed zone for more safety. 

There are 9 speed zones built in the SpeedSafeTM 
for choice. The maximum speed in each zone is 
different and controlled by system automatically. 
Just select a suitable speed zone to start a natural 
workout without worries of too fast speed.



The SmartAutoLoadTM runs preset or customized programs 
at optimum resistance automatically. Every workout is now 
guess-free and brings you maximum efficiency.

Focus on your goal, swing your hands and enjoy your 
workout freely.

SmartAutoLoadTM



Sled Push
The strong resistance allows for sled push and  also
can be integrated walk and run into a comprehensive 
training.



Programs
Not just provides workout figures for reference but also 
available to execute preset or customized programs. 
Clear readouts and friendly operation allows users for 
smoother and moreeffective exercise.

Readouts
Interval Time, Accumulated Time, Pace,
Speed, Distance , Calories , Watt , Resistance
Level, Heart Rate

Heart Rate 5K Hz Receiver

Manual Mode Standard

Interval Training Customized

Target Training Time  / Distance / Calories

Preset Programs  x 5

Customized Programs x 5

Console Functions
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          WARNING:
Heart rate monitoring systems 
may be inaccurate.If you feel 
pain, faintness,or dizziness,
stop exercising immediately.





Console Readouts
Interval Time , Accumulated Time , Pace , Speed , Distance , Calories ,
Watt , Resistance Level, Heart Rate

Speed Control SpeedSafe Technology 

Control System SmartAutoLoad System

Drive Motor N/A

Running Area 46 x 130 cm

Speed Range 0 - 6 kph

Incline Range 2 Level adjustments 

Resistance Level 9 Levels

Heart Rate 5K Hz Receiver

Workout Mode Walk / Hike / Jog / Run / Sled Push

Foldable Yes

Slow-drop System Yes

Max User Weight 120 kg

Dimensions (L x W x H) 152 x 71 x 152 cm

Dimensions (L x W x H) - Folded  90 x 71 x 152 cm

Uint Weight 65 kg

TECHNICAL DETAIL

Compact Footprint Foldable & Portable



Boost Workout 
Effectiveness



ENJOY YOUR FITNESS 

ECO TREADMILL
NATURE   RUNNER   N460
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